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ABSTRACT. This paper is concerned with the convergence of Ishikawa iterates of generalized

nonexpansive mappings in both uniformly convex and strictly convex Banach spaces. Several fixed point
theorems are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Hardy and Rogers (1973) discussed the convergence of Ishikawa (1974) iterates of

generalized nonexpansive mappings in a metric space These mappings have also been discussed in a

Banach space by Goebel et al. (1973), Wong (1976) and Shimi (1978).
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the convergence of the Ishikawa iterates of generalized

nonexpansive mappings in a uniformly convex space and in a strictly convex anach space It is shown

that results proved by Ghosh (1990) for nonexpansive mappings are also true for generalized

nonexpansive mappings. Furthermore, it is shown that a result of Wong (1976) for the case of Mann
iterates (1953) is also true for the case ofIshikawa iterates.

2. GENERALIZED NON-EXPANSIVE MAPPINGS AND ISHIKAWA ITERATIVE PROCESS
Suppose/3 is a Banach space and D is a convex subset of/3. A mapping T" D --, D is said to be

generalized nonexpansive if

IITz Tyll <_ ailx YII + b{llx Tall + II TylI} + c{llx Tyll + Ily Txll} (2.1)

for all x, y 6 D, where a, b, c k 0 and

(a + 25 + 2c) < 1 (2.2)

In this connection we recall a fixed point theorem due to Goebel et al. (1973), an analogue ofwhich

has been established by Browder (1965) and Kirk (1965).
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THEOREM 2.1 (Goebel et al. (1973)) If D is a closed bounded convex subset of a uniformly
convex Banach space/3, and T D D is a cominuous mapping that satisfies (2.1) and (2.2), then T
has a fixed point.

REMARK 1. If b > 0, then the fixed point is unique. For, if possible, suppose p and q are two
fixed points of T. Then it is easy to derive from (2. l) that

II- qll -< ( + 2c)ll,- qll < (= + 2b + 2c)11,- qll (2.3)

which implies that p q.

REMARK 2. A generalized nonexpansiv mapping T is also quasi-nonexpansive if it has a fixed
point. Ifp is a fixed poim ofT, then

IIT il <_ (a /-b-cb/ c_)IIz ’11 <- IIz ’11 (2.)

because of the fact that (1 b c) > (a + b + c). Thus T is quasi-nonexpansive. This was introduced
by Bose and Mukherjee (.1981).

REMARK 3. IfD is a dosed bounded convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space B and
T D D is a continuous mapping satisfying (2.1) with (2.2), then T is asymptotically regular. The
proofofthis result may be established exactly in the same way as it has been done by Ghosh (1990).

Suppose D is a convex subset of a Banach space B and T is a self-mapping of D. For an z0 D,
we define a sequence {z,,},,=l such that

x, T.,x0, T,, (1 ,X)I + AT[(1 #)I + gTl. (2 5)

The interativ scheme (2.5) was introduced by Ishikawa (1974). Or, in earlier notation,

T,. (1 A)I + ATTu, (2.6)

where A (0,1) and/ q [0,1), so that T.g T when/ 0.

3. CONVERGENCE OF I$ltIKAWA ITEITE$

First, we observe that F(T) F(T,,) where F(T) denotes the fixed point set of the generalized
nonexpansiv mapping T. It is obvious that

F(T) C F(T,x.t,) (3.1)

If p . F(T,.,), that is, T,,t,p p, which implies that TT,p p, since T is generalized nonexpansive
We then have

[[Tp p[[ [[Tp TT,p[[ < a[[p T,p[[ + b[[[p Tp[[ + lip- Tup[[ + c[[Tp- Tup[[

The above remit gives

(1 b c)llTp- Pll < (a + b + c)l]T,p Pll #(a + b + c)l]Tp Pl]

This implies that

[[Tp p[] _<
\ -_- - [[Tp p[[ (3.2)

whence, we get Tp p, since 1-b-c / < 1. Then

F(Tx,u C F(T) (3.3)

Thus (3.1) and (3.3) yield F(T) F(T,x,,).
We now state the following variants of theorems due to Ghosh (1990) and they can be proved by

following Ghosh’s paper.
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THEOREM 3.1. If D is a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space B
and T D D be a cominuous mapping satisfying (2.1) with (2.2), then Tx,u is asymptotically regular.

It may be noted that the case, when/ 0 in the above theorem, has been proved by Wong (1976).
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose D is a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach

space B, and T D --, D is a continuous mapping which satisfies (2.1) with (2.2). IfT satisfies any one

ofthe following conditions:

(a) (I TTu) maps closed sets in D imo closed sets in B,
(b) TT, is demicompact at 0,
then, for an z0 e D, the sequence {zn} with zn T.,z0 converges to a fixed poim ofT in D.

THEOREM 3.3. If D is a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space 13
and T D D be a continuous mapping satisfying (2.1) with (2.2). Ifthere exists a number k > 0 such

that, for each z D,

Ii(I TT.)xll >_ k d(x, F) (3.4)

then, for an xo D, the sequence {z.) with x. T,.z0 converges to a fixed point ofT in D.

DEFINITION 3.1. A Banach space is said to be sctly convex provided that if

IIz + /[I [Izll + II/ll and z # 0, # 0, then /= tz, > 0

e now prove a result which is close in spirit with the one proved by Wong [4] in connection with the
convergence ofMann iterates.

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose D is a compact convex subset of a strictly convex Banach space B and
T D D is a continuous mapping satisfying (2.1) with (2.2). Then, for an z0 6 D, the sequence {z.}
with z. T,z0 converges to a fixed point ofT in D.

PROOF. First, we observe that F(T) is nonempty, because the existence of a fixed point is ensured
by the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem. Then, obviously, F(T) F(T,u # . Since D is compact, the
sequence {z.} has a subsequence {z., } which converges to a point z, say, in D. We show that z is a

fixed point of T. The quasi-nonexpansiveness ofT follows from 10]. If T is quasi-nonexpansive, then

Tx,. is also quasi-nonexpansive, as seen from (3.6) below. From the quasi-nonexpansiveness of T,. we

observe that the sequence { IIz. Pll } is non-increasing, where p is a fixed point ofT. In fact,

-< -IIz= pll. (3.5)

Now, if F(T) is a singleton, then p z and the theorem is proved. We now. assume otherwise. Then
from the continuity ofthd norm, I[-It and Tx,u we obtain

lira IlTx,.z=, P]I IIT,.z pll. (3 6)

Therefore, because ofthe quasi-nonexpansiveness ofT, and (3 6), we have

[]T..z p]] }Ix Pl[ (3.7)
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Indeed,

IIT,.,z Pl] I](1 A)x + ATTvz
I1(1 A)(x p) + A(TT,x

< (x )llz t, / ,XlITT.z
_< (1 A)liz ;’11 / AIIT.z

(I A)]]z p]] + A]](I p)z + #rz

If we take imo account (3.?) and (3.8), it follows that inequalities involved in (3.8) reduce to

equalities. Thus we have the following results:

II(I A)( v) + A(TT v)ll (I A)II= II + AIIT, il 0.9)

fITS,= vll II= vll. (3 0)

Since the space B is strictly convex, then for some > 0, we have

TT=- t(z v). (.

From (3. 0) we observe that t I, which implies that TTvz z. Thus z is a fixed point of TA,v and
hence of T. But we have already observed that {]]z, z[[} is nonincreasing and hence {z} converges
to z. This completes the proof.

REMARK 4. The present analysis can be extended to a more general mapping T which satisfies

1 1T= Tvll < ma{ll -vll, [II= =II + fly- vlll, [II vll + fly- T=II]), (3.)

for all a:,b, ( D. This mapping includes nonexpansive and generalized nonexpansive mappings (see
Rhoades (I 977)). It is easy to verify that T is quasi-nonexpansive.
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